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By BRIELLE JAEKEL

Hilton Worldwide's Waldorf Astoria Hotels and Resorts is crafting an exclusive and luxurious experience for select
travelers on a private jet.

Asian private aviation firm Deer Jet is  partnering with the hospitality brand to create a one-of-a-kind journey with its
transit experience mirroring the trip itself. Deer Jet is  offering business travelers trips to Rome and Paris at Waldorf
Astoria hotel locations.

Waldorf and Deer Jet
Guests that are part of the "Europe Dream Journeys" trip from Deer Jet and Waldorf Astoria will be immersed in local
art and culture throughout their entire journey.

Deer Jet's 787 Dream Jet will transport travelers from Hong Kong to either Paris or Rome. Guests will receive seven
complimentary nights at Waldorf Astoria locations in either city in the presidential suites.
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Deer Jet crafts special itineraries

Coming from Hong Kong, flights will be non-stop and be adorned with oriental art and hospitality, which will be
complemented by similar experiences at the Waldorf Astoria locations.

Visitors in Paris will be taken on tours throughout special galleries, museums, restaurants, limousines and yachts
with experts.

Guests will also have access to special gardens and be immersed in the special art deco of the Waldorf Astoria
buildings in both Paris and Rome.

Waldorf's location in Paris; Image credit: Waldorf Astoria

In Rome, attendees will get to experience a focus on the heritage of the city. Guests will be taken to art galleries and
historic landmarks.

These new experiences come after Deer Jet's "Hong Kong to Tahiti Dream Journey," which offered a similar
experience to Tahiti. These special itineraries have been crafted after Deer Jet recently acquired the 787 Dream Jet
in September of last year.

Private jet experiences
Hospitality brand Four Seasons took on a similar initiative when it brought affluent culinary enthusiasts on a journey
that spans multiple continents with once-in-a-lifetime experiences.

As part of the Four Seasons Jet Experience, the Culinary Discoveries journey appealed to the foodie, spanning nine
locations in 19 days. The $135,000 per person trip includes a variety of encounters having to do with food that guests
will not be able to experience anywhere else (see more).

Also, ultra-luxury travel agency Remote Lands and hotelier Aman gave their clients a tour of Asia in their latest
private jet expedition.

The aerial excursion took 16 guests through China, Bhutan, India and Sri Lanka from Oct. 9-26. As travel becomes
more accessible further down the income ladder, private jet experiences remain an ultra-exclusive manner of
winning over the highest-value clientele (see more).
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